
15.6 LED to 15.6 CCFL Converter Cable 

 

This product can be used in most of laptop models with Dell password 

data having been initialized.  

1. How the converter looks like 

 

 

what are ports A to G compatible with ? 

A. For Toshiba L500/L505 

There are 7 pins in the cable. Notebook cables normally only have 

6PINs.Insert as the arrows shown in the photos. And the LED panels 

need to be these models: CLAA156WA11A, N156B6-L0B, N156B6-L0D, 

that is mainly because of the CCFL inverter VIN from the notebook 

motherboard is 5V. It is also available for those 15.6"LED, whose 



backlight VIN is 5V. 

By the way, this cable is also available for HP 4520. 

     B     SUMSUNG  R516/R517 

     C     DELL  1545/A860 

     D     SONY 7184  NW20EF 

     E     TOSHIBA  A130/A135/L455 

            ACER   5552/5516/5734Z 

            HP621    LENOVO  G555 (password data of laptop is 

needed to be burned(input) into our products before the 

products are used in this laptop model) 

     F      HP  G60/DV6 

            ASUS  K52C 

     G     HP  CQ60/  ACER  5735 

2. Introduction  

Before using our products, firstly, you need to remove the original 

screen and inverter (high-voltage bar) from your laptop. Secondly, 

connect the 15.6" LED with our converter, in the meantime, the cable 

from laptop should be connected with our converter's connector (each 

pin on this connector stays 1mm away from the next one). Thirdly, 

connect the position where the inverter once connected with port on 

our converter's PCB board. You can read compatible laptop models 

written on the board while you connect them. Then, congratulations, 

you can use your laptop now. 



3. Instruction 

A. Fasten cables inside laptop avoiding short circuits. Especially, there 

is 5-21V DC voltage on some pins of the PCB board when laptop 

works. 

B. Yellow FPC cable can be folded as you require without harming its 

usage. But folding the cable repeatedly back and forth is not 

recommended for it will have bad impacts on converter's circuit. 

C. if you only see a black screen without image or you can not move 

into operation system after connecting the screen to electricity, hat 

means you need to input laptop data into the converter.  

D. Our products can be directly burned with password data without 

doing the same to LED screen. Our products widely support the work of 

all models of password-burning devices. Especially, we can avoid the 

troubles and harms when doing the burning job on CHIMEI N156BGE. 

E. Dell password data has already been preset into our products. And 

many motherboards can directly works without reading password serial 

number.   

F. Password data of Lenovo G555 is still needed to be burned. 

G. 

You could cut down the board between the connector C and D as the 

photo shown when fitting on Sony7184, because the laptop inner spac

e is not enough for the PCB board. 

There is no influence in function if cutting down.  



 

4． P.S. your valuable suggestions on our products will be highly 

appreciated and we will improve our products according to your 

suggestions in shortest period. 


